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hi, i'm searching for a beginner's guide to wifi hacking. i've read the manual ( but what i'm interested in is how to start with wifi hacking. i know how to use airmon-ng. i've seen a lot of youtubes that youtubers are using wifi hacking techniques. but, they're using some scripts and they seem to be too complicated for me. hello,i am trying to crack a password and i have a question, how is it possible to crack it if the computer is offline?i mean the password is stored in the router, it is encrypted with wpa/wpa2, is there a way to connect the router to the computer and crack the password?thanks. here is the issue. no you can not hack the
password without the net. you need to be connected to a network. there are a few methods, but none of them are very effective. if you are on a home network you may be able to login to the router from the box you are on. if you are doing it from outside the router you need to use a method that requires physical access. if you are a real hacker you will have the device in your hand. that being said, there are methods that are not that effective. for example, you can get a small usb drive and find a way to put it into the router. you can then turn the router on and have the drive act as a modem. this works for most routers because the

modem is usually installed in the router. it will work as long as the modem is not turned off. if the modem is turned off then you are left with a problem. if the router is turned on, then the router will attempt to connect to the modem and when it does the modem will say that it can not be connected and turn itself off. once the modem is turned off the router will no longer be able to connect and the password will be unreachable. now if you are a real hacker and have the device in your hand, you can use a method that does not need physical access to the router. you can put a hardware device into the router that will allow you to talk to
it. this device is called a serial to ethernet adapter. with this device you can communicate with the router by using a serial to ethernet cable. you can use the serial to ethernet adapter and a cable to your computer and you can crack the password. this method is called a hardware attack. it does work, but it is not very effective. the reason for that is that the serial to ethernet adapter is a physical device that must be plugged into a port on the router. the port that the serial to ethernet adapter will plug into is called a serial port. the serial port will have a combination of a com port and a ps/2 port.
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nice list! anyway, i know i have my own wireless password generator, which is a bit different from this one, but it works much better and also i believe i can explain you how to use it. it´s a program i made for my own use, but i guess you are searching for a program which is not so "heavy" and might take a
little time working but it does what it should do. so, here it is: to generate a wpa-psk password i put a couple of characters in wordlists, which i´m using to generate all those passwords and then i´m pressing the "crack wpa-psk" button, which spits out a random password for my router, which does not

matter. with that trick i´ve saved countless hours. it´s a bit different for essid and wep, but it´s easy and works much better than any cracker out there. and for your info, i´m using the 64bit windows 7 at my laptop. this is a change log for autohack. autohack is an open source wi-fi hacking program for the
mac. it supports all wi-fi standards and is easy to use. it has the following features: wi-fi capturing (passive or active) wi-fi monitoring scan and capture wi-fi extend the wlan range wireless joystick audio capture log sniffers, etc. unicode many more to come the wi-fi hacking community allows those to share
their work. this is how it works. you provide the wi-fi network you want to attack and you provide some samples of the data to the cracker(s) that helped you with the exploit. it should take less than a minute. if it cracks the password, you'll see a message pop up telling you the password has been cracked.

when that happens, click save to save the cracked password and name the saved file so you can use it later. 5ec8ef588b
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